The workshop has the ambition of addressing a very interesting and wide-spectrum problem: is it possible to handle (and possibly take advantage of) the large (and possibly heterogeneous) volumes of data stored and managed by information systems, in order to extract useful information for decision making, for discovering and sharing useful knowledge, etc. ?
Researchers working on data mining and knowledge discovery techniques are providing technology and tools for discovering useful and/or unexpected information from large volumes of data.
The Information Retrieval community, that is providing solutions for Web search engines, is now moving towards new emerging research themes, such as the definition of more effective techniques to index, categorize, filter and retrieve collections of multimedia documents heterogeneously structured and rapidly changing in time, problems that are faced by the database and data mining communities as well.
Nevertheless, security and privacy issues are becoming more and more relevant for information systems. Consequently, flexible techniques for intrusion detection, for anti-spamming filters and, in general, to protect information systems from any kind of external intrusion and disturb are now necessary. Therefore, the common goal is to develop technology for Flexible Data Management in Databases and Information Systems.
Flexibility in such a context might be intended in several ways; some of them might be the following (but other may be found):
• the capability of easily querying large volumes of data, in order to obtain significant or useful descriptions; • the capability of integrating heterogeneous data, possibly inconsistent, coming from different, distributed and incoherent data sources; • the capability of integrating structured, semi-structured and unstructured (textual) data;
• the capability of modelling databases, defining query languages, building information systems dealing with large volumes of data, heterogeneous and distributed data, uncertain or imprecise data, changing in time data.
• The capability of learning knowledge about network traffic and network attacks xlvix • The capability of continuously analyzing incoming mail messages, to filter spam messages in a flexible way.
The workshop starts with the session "Data Mining and Information Retrieval", opened by the invited paper entitled Exploring Heterogeneous Biological Data Sources, by Elena Baralis and Alessandro Fiori (from Politecnico di Torino, Italy); in this paper, the authors discuss future scenarios for applying data mining techniques to analyze biological data sources. Then, the session goes on with the papers Mining Topological Relations from the Web (by Steven Schockaert, Philip Smart, Alia Abdelmoty and Chris Jones) and Interpretation of the keywords weights in information retrieval: fuzzy logic based approaches (by Slawomir Zadrozny and Katarzyna Nowacka). The former presents a technique to discover topological relations by analyzing web sites, while the latter compares fuzzy approaches applied to the problem of retrieving keywords in documents.
The second session is entitled "Context-specific Flexible Techniques", and encompasses three papers that present flexible techniques for specific contexts. The paper Segmentation of legislative documents using a domain-specific lexicon (by Ismael Hasan, Javier Parapar and Roi Blanco) presents a technique to analyze legislative documents; the paper Using heterogeneous features for anti-spam filters (by Francesco Gargiulo, Antonio Penta, Antonio Picariello, Carlo Sansone) discusses a novel technique for filtering spasm in e-mail messages; finallu, the paper Experiences on Designing an Integral Intrusion Detection System (by Yoseba Penya and Pablo García Bringas) presents architectural issues concerning the development of a sophisticated network intrusion detection system. The last session is entitled "XML Documents and Databases" and encompasses three papers. The first one is entitled Representing Fuzzy Information by using XML Schema (by Barbara Oliboni and Gabriele Pozzani) presents a technique to represents fuzzy information in XML documents. The second paper, entitled Measure selection in multi-similarity XML applications (by smael Sanz, María Pérez and Rafael Berlanga) is still releted to XML, but presents a methodology to select measures to evaluate the similarity of XML documents. At the end, the paper entitled A Flexible Query Framework for Music Data and Playlist Manipulation (by Maria Ruxanda and Christian Jensen) presents a novel and flexible query framework for databases of music tracks.
